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This fun combination of original fable and factual information
introduces young readers to the state of Ohio through an
entertaining and educational story based on the state
symbols, history and geography. Take a trip through Ohio as
Bucky, the white-tailed deer faces his fears of leaving home.
Along the way Bucky meets new friends and learns about the
animals, plants, geography, and culture that make Ohio a
great state! In addition to the illustrated story, interesting and
informative factual sidebars about the state are found
throughout the book. A treasure-hunt map plots the journey
and a cultural recipe is also included. This book ends with
state facts at a glance, a reading comprehension quiz, and
more things to see and do around Ohio with a map showing
the locations. This title is a great way to explore Ohio in
preparation for state reports or family vacations! Super
SandCastle is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
Michigan and Trumbull was the address for professional
baseball in Detroit for 104 seasons. From 1896 when Bennett
Park opened, until the last game at Tiger Stadium in 1999,
Michigan and Trumbull was the most famous street corner in
Michigan. This book takes you on a visual tour of baseball in
the Motor City from the beginning of the Tigers franchise to
the historic final game played at Tiger Stadium. Here you will
find Tiger legends Cobb, Gehringer, Greenberg, Kaline,
Lolich, Trammell, and others, many captured in never before
published photographs.
Primal desire sets the New York Times bestselling Shifters
Unbound series ablaze as two fierce Shifters discover how
enticing love can be with the thrill of the chase... You can't
outrun a hunter like Angus Murray... The last thing black wolf
Shifter Angus Murray wants is to go chasing down some
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fugitive Shifter woman for Shifter Bureau. But when a Bureau
agent threatens Angus's son, Angus will do anything it takes
to track down the elusive Shifter and protect his cub. ...You
outfox him... For twenty years Tasmin Calloway has been on
the run, relying on her street smarts and easy charm to sweet-
talk her way out of trouble. She knows she should put as
much distance as possible between herself and the hot-
bodied Angus. But she also longs to let down her guard, to
experience a true connection with another person. Yet, with
tenuous trust comes a companionship she never expected.
And as the fragile link between them turns to something
more, Tamsin will have to break all her own rules and believe
Angus will keep her secrets--and her heart--safe.
When Dan And Dad Go Out For Pizza They Learn That Just
Because It Smells So Good Doesn't Mean You Should Eat
Too Much. It's Much Better If You Share. Teaching Focus,
Words To Know Before You Read, Comprehension And
Extension Activities. Inside Front And Back Cover Parent And
Teacher Support.
While working a case, Sean Whitman is tortured for
information, drugged, and bitten against his will by a shape
shifter. The fallout leaves him jobless, friendless, and dumped
by his girlfriend. Needing a fresh start, he leaves town and
opens a private investigation business. Learning to live life
sober isn’t easy, but he makes it to the two year mark. When
Detective Nikki Jackson with the Great Oaks, Virginia Police
Department calls him, accusing him of breaking into his ex-
girlfriend’s house, Sean can’t help but like the sound of her
voice, despite her ridiculous accusations. He’s shocked
when she calls him back with an apology then asks for his
help as a consultant on a case. On the phone, her sweet,
slightly Southern voice captivates him. In person, she’s
unlike any other woman he’s encountered, and nearly
impossible to resist. But could the sexy detective ever want a
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man like him? After Nikki’s last dating disaster, the mountain
lion shifter has sworn off men. Then she meets Sean, and
with every second she spends around the tall, dark-eyed
man, her resolve crumbles. And the fact the guy’s kiss
leaves her breathless? Yeah, that no-men idea sounds more
and more like a bad idea. But for some reason, despite the
undeniable attraction between them, Sean seems determined
to push her away. An investigation into missing refugees
leaves Nikki with more questions than answers. Her refusal to
let the matter drop leads her to the discovery of a radical
political group’s horrifying plot for dominance. Traitors are
embedded within the very organizations meant to keep
shifters safe. As the list of people she can trust dwindles,
Nikki calls on Sean to help her unravel a web of deceit. Sean
realizes pushing Nikki away was a stupid move. So when the
sexy, amazing detective contacts him, he jumps at the
second chance, dropping everything to fly across the country
to help her. And he hates flying. But with her life in danger,
he’ll do whatever it takes. Can Sean and Nikki stop a hate
group from carrying out their deadly plans? And if so, will he
get one last chance to prove his love for her?
Pizza is a $35 billion a year business, and nowhere is it taken
more seriously than New York City. Journalist Peter
Genovese surveys the city’s pizza scene—the food, the
business, the culture—by profiling pizza landmarks and
personalities and rating pizzerias in all five boroughs. In this
funny, fascinating book, Genovese explores the bloggers who
write about New York pizza, the obsessive city dwellers who
collect and analyze the delivery boxes, Mark Bello’s school
where students spend a day making pies from scratch, and
Scott Wiener’s pizza bus tours. Along the way, readers learn
the history of legendary Totonno’s on Coney Island (Zagat’s
number-one pizzeria for 2012), along with behind-the-scenes
stories about John’s on Bleecker Street, Joe’s on Carmine,
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Lombardi’s, Paulie Gee’s, Motorino, and more than a dozen
other favorite spots and their owners. Throughout these
profiles, Genovese presents a brief history of how pizza came
to the city in 1905 and developed into a major attraction in
Little Italy, a neighborhood that became a training ground for
many of the city’s best-loved pizzerias. Enjoyable facts and
figures abound. Did you know that Americans put 250 million
pounds of pepperoni on their pies every year? Or that
Domino’s has more outlets per capita in Iceland than in any
other country? Beyond the stories and tidbits, Genovese
provides detailed, borough-by-borough reviews of 250
pizzerias, from simple “slice shops” with scant atmosphere to
gourmet pizzerias, including shops that use organic
ingredients and experiment with new variations of crusts and
toppings. Complemented by hundreds of current and never-
before-seen archival photos, the book gives the humble slice
its proper due and will leave readers overwhelmed by a
sudden desire for New York pizza.
• More than 700 A–Z entries on fast food, comfort food, and
junk food, ranging from breakfast cereals to burgers and fries
to snack chips and candy • A chronology of the significant
events in the history of junk food and fast food • A
bibliography containing more than 200 entries with citations to
books, articles, and websites • A glossary of important terms
used in the encyclopedia • A Resource Guide containing
important DVDs, films and videos, and television series
Migrant farm workers in the United States are routinely forced
to live and work in unsafe, often desperate, conditions. Yet in
one Florida town, farm workers organized themselves into the
Coalition of Immokalee Workers, and launched a nationwide
boycott campaign that forced McDonalds, Burger King, and
Taco Bell to recognize their demands for workers’ rights.
One of the most storied and fascinating histories in
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all of Major League Baseball, the Detroit Tigers--an
American League charter franchise in 1901--have
survived some of the most intense highs and lows of
any team in professional sports, and this lively and
detailed book explores it all. This guide to all things
Tigers covers the 1984 World Series championship
and the riots it sparked; controversial "Georgia
Peach" Ty Cobb; and crucial information such as
important dates, player nicknames, memorable
moments, singular achievements, and signature
calls. This fully updated edition, which includes
details on the Tigers' exciting 2011 playoff run and
Miguel Cabrera's historic season as well as the
Tigers' acquisition of Prince Fielder, guides fans on
numerous of activities to help them celebrate their
team in new and deeper ways.
Pizza TigerRandom House Incorporated
Virtually every aspect of American culture has been
influenced by Irish immigrants and their
descendants. This encyclopedia tells the full story of
the Irish-American experience, covering immigration,
assimilation, and achievement. • Demonstrates the
intricate—and far-reaching—nature of the Irish-
American connection • Covers the variety of the Irish-
American political experience in the North and South
rather than focusing only on northern populations •
Distinguishes between the experience of Irish
Protestants and Irish Catholics • Highlights the Irish
propensity for inventiveness in America and Irish
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contributions to business and technology •
Discusses the prominence of the Irish in the Catholic
Church in the United States
Imagine if you were there, taking notes, as a small
pizza joint became one of the most successful
restaurants in the world. The Domino’s Story will
help you understand and adopt the competitive
strategies, workplace culture, and business practices
that made the iconic pizza chain the innovative
restaurant and e-commerce leader it is today. As
one of the most technologically advanced fast-food
chains in the market, Domino's has cemented their
reputation for innovation, paved in industry-leading
profits. In February 2018, according to Ad Age,
Domino's unseated Pizza Hut to become the largest
pizza seller worldwide in terms of sales. Rather than
just tampering with a recipe that was working, they
decided to think outside of the pizza box by creating
digital tools that emphasized convenience and put
the customer first. For the first time, the adaptable
strategies behind the rise and dominance of
Domino's are outlined in these pages. Through the
story of the Domino's, you’ll learn: How to create
meaningful innovation without changing the core of
the product that people already love. How to
recognize and take advantage of unique
opportunities to alleviate your customers’ pain
points. How to grow a company by taking a holistic
approach to the business. And, the importance of
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delivering a quality experience that will keep
customers calling for more.
Explores the homogenization of American culture
and the impact of the fast food industry on modern-
day health, economy, politics, popular culture,
entertainment, and food production.
Provides a look at the Auburn University from the
students' viewpoint.
In the area of ballpark hopping, there have been a
number of accounts written, recorded or talked about
in recent times, sometimes for a cause or others just
as a gimmick. Through Poet in the Grandstand, poet
and writer Thomas Porky McDonald gives us a most
unique twist on a preoccupation which has grown in
the past few decades, in the wake of the closings of
classic old yards and the birth of the more
entertainment and nostalgia driven open-air parks.
From his first trip in 1990, to the fabled Comiskey
Park of Shoeless Joe Jackson, Bill Veeck and the
Go-Go Sox, on through to the 2010 opening of
Minnesotas fabulous Target Field, featuring the
modern M&M Boys, Joe Mauer and Justin
Mourneau, McDonald offers up a book that is part
travelogue and part poetic tribute to all the places
that men and women have gone to over the years for
a very personal sense of joy. This journey, done
methodically, over two decades, picks up steam as
the chapters begin to flow. The effect of McDonald
himself clearly growing as a poet through the years
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is accentuated by the fact that more and more
pieces are written in the later trips. The end result is
a most interesting volume of not just ballparks, but
Americana, as numerous attractions taken in during
those ballpark weeks and weekends are also noted
and/or dissected. For fourteen seasons on his own
and then six more accompanied by friend and
confidant Adam Boneker, McDonalds travels,
highlighted by over 300 poems, can take the reader
back to a simpler time or into the possibilities of the
future. In chapter and in verse, Poet in the
Grandstand has something for both the baseball
enthusiast and the curious traveler. Fans of the
game and lovers of the road will each find much to
offer within these pages.
Special-education teacher Torey Hayden's first book,
One Child, was an international bestseller, thrilling
readers on every continent. Their hearts were
captured by Sheila, a silent, troubled girl who had
been abandoned on a highway by her mother and
abused by her alcoholic father, and who refused to
speak. As Hayden writes in the prologue to this
book, "This little girl had a profound effect on me.
Her courage, her resilience, and her inadvertent
ability to express that great, gaping need to be loved
that we all feel -- in short, her humanness -- brought
me into contact with my own." Since then Hayden
has gone on to write books about many of her
students, but her fans continue to ask her, "What
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happened to Sheila?" The Tiger's Child is her
response. Here Hayden tells how Sheila, now a
young woman, finally came to terms with her
nightmare childhood. When Hayden was working on
One Child, she showed the manuscript to Sheila,
then a teenager, and was astonished to find that
Sheila remembered almost nothing of her troubled
younger years. She had no recollection of her many
clashes with her teacher as Hayden tried to break
through her emotional pain. And although Hayden
had managed to get Sheila to communicate and
become an active and lively child, Sheila's home life
was still very troubled. Her father had been sent to
prison when she was eight and Sheila had run away
from a series of foster homes until finally she was
placed in a children's home. But as Hayden
continued to renew her relationship with the teenage
Sheila, the memories slowly came back, bringing
with them feelings of abandonment and hostility.
Overwhelmed by the intensity of her awakening
emotions, Sheila was driven to suicidal despair. The
Tiger's Child is the touching, inspiring story of how a
maturing Sheila came to perceive her mother not as
a monster who willfully cast off her eldest child, but
as a weak, forlorn, ordinary human being. Able to
appreciate her own strength and resilience, Sheila at
last is free to overcome the haunting legacy of child
abuse.
The history of food is one of the fastest growing areas of
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historical investigation, incorporating methods and theories
from cultural, social, and women’s history while forging a
unique perspective on the past. The Routledge History of
Food takes a global approach to this topic, focusing on the
period from 1500 to the present day. Arranged
chronologically, this title contains 17 originally commissioned
chapters by experts in food history or related topics. Each
chapter focuses on a particular theme, idea or issue in the
history of food. The case studies discussed in these essays
illuminate the more general trends of the period, providing the
reader with insight into the large-scale and dramatic changes
in food history through an understanding of how these
developments sprang from a specific geographic and
historical context. Examining the history of economic,
technological, and cultural interactions between cultures and
charting the corresponding developments in food history, The
Routledge History of Food challenges readers' assumptions
about what and how people have eaten, bringing fresh
perspectives to well-known historical developments. It is the
perfect guide for all students of social and cultural history.
A vigilante fights for justice at any cost. Wallis Stoneman isn’t
like other teenage girls. She’s beautiful, fearless, and deadly.
Wally lives alone in her Brooklyn loft. She’d be a regular
teenager, except that she’s the daughter of a Russian
assassin. Crime is in Wally’s blood, but she uses her legacy
for good: she solves missing persons cases for the Ursula
Society, an under-the-radar organization that uses oft-illegal
tactics to find people the police have given up on. The person
Wally most wants to find? Tiger, her own fugitive brother. But
the closer Wally gets to finding Tiger, the more dangerous her
search becomes. And Klesko, Wally and Tiger’s sadistic
father, is again at large. With two highly-skilled con men
against them, Wally and Tiger band together to destroy a
conspiracy in which they—and their hearts—are mere pawns.
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Everett James, a reporter in New England, finds himself in the
middle of the most important investigation of his life. When a
deadly virus, H1N2, breaks out in the small town of St.
Albans, Vermont, James takes the story. But his research
turns up more questions than answers. What's the link
between the state's largest pharmaceutical company,
BeckePharm, and Palmer Laboratories, a New York-based
upstart drug company? How did the virus, a mutated strain of
the Avian Flu, end up in such a rural area? As the death toll
rises, James must find the answers before running out of
time. Epidemic is a fast-paced medical suspense, culminating
in an unexpected, show-stopping finale.
"Based on the screenplay 'It's Love Day!' written by Angela C.
Santomero and 'Daniel's Love Day surprise' written by Becky
Friedman"--Page 4 of cover.
Tiger only ever eats one thing for dinner - cheese and tomato
pizza! But when he invites his friends over, they - and his
mum - have other ideas! Join in the touch-and-feel fun as
Tiger learns a lesson about good eating.
Lulu the Tiger is making pizza with her friends! Gregory
Giraffe, Zebra Zoe, Hal Hippo, Penelope Parrot, and Eddy
Elephant have come over to Lulu's house to help her make
the yummiest homemade pizza ever! But when they make a
mistake, can they still find a way to make their pizza taste
yummy?Lulu the Tiger and the Yummiest Pizza is perfect for
children eager to start reading on their own. They will
encounter rhymes, review vocabulary for animals and food,
experience the value of kindness and resilience, and have a
whole lot of fun!Cooking Adventures Series consists of; -
LULU the Tiger Goes to the Grocery Store (first part of Baking
Pancakes is FREE)- LULU the Tiger Baking Pancakes- LULU
The Tiger Loves Ice Cream- LULU The Tiger and the
Yummiest Pizza
Using a series of case studies from five industries, Dicke
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analyzes franchising, a marketing system that combines large
and small firms into a single administrative unit, strengthening
both in the process. He studies the franchise industry from
the 1840s to the 1980s, closely examining the rights and
obligations of both the parent company and the franchise
owner. Originally published in 1992. A UNC Press Enduring
Edition -- UNC Press Enduring Editions use the latest in
digital technology to make available again books from our
distinguished backlist that were previously out of print. These
editions are published unaltered from the original, and are
presented in affordable paperback formats, bringing readers
both historical and cultural value.
The second edition of the Oxford Encyclopedia of Food and
Drink in America, originally published in September 2004,
covers the significant events, inventions, and social
movements that have shaped the way Americans view,
prepare, and consume food and drink. Entries range across
historical periods and the trends that characterize them. The
thoroughly updated new edition captures the shifting
American perspective on food and is the most authoritative
and the most current reference work on American cuisine.
" Who is Tom Monaghan? Is he the four-year-old kid whose
father died on Christmas Eve and whose mother sent him to
an orphanage and then a juvenile detention home? Is he the
entrepreneurial genius who built Domino's Pizza from a hole-
in-the-wall pizzeriain Michigan into an American brand as
world-conquering as Ford or Coke? Is he the religious
visionary who sold Domino's for $1 billion to create an
orthodox Catholic university, law school, and special interest
law firm with the goal of transforming America to reflect his
conservative values? He's all that and more. With extensive
interviews with friends and enemies plus unprecedented
access to the man himself, but wholly without his
authorization, Living the Faith illuminates Tom Monaghan, the
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man and the myth. Living the Faith is the much-needed,
definitive biography of one of America's most fascinating and
controversial business and religious figures. A sympathetic
but critical portrait of the man and his works, this book is for
believers, nonbelievers, and agnostics; for conservatives,
liberals, and independents; for the rich, the poor, and the
shrinking middle class. Mainly, however, this book is for those
who want the facts about Tom Monaghan---and the truth
about the effect religion had on one manand the effect that
man had on the world"--
Everybody goes to the new Presto Pizza instead of to Tony's,
but LC thinks Tony makes the best pizza, so he and his
friends work to keep Tony's open
The 1968 World Series remains one of the most iconic in
major league history. Featuring Bob Gibson in MVP form, Al
Kaline, and Mickey Lolich, it was baseball at its best. Told
with the vibrant first-hand perspective of Lolich himself and
the expertise of award-winning Detroit journalist Tom Gage,
this is the remarkable saga of that 1968 season which
culminated in Tigers glory. Incorporating new reflections from
players and personnel, Joy in Tigertown traces such
achievements as Denny McClain's 31-win season as well as
the remarkable slugging performances of Kaline, Norm Cash,
Willie Horton, and Bill Freehan.
The founder of Domino's Pizza explains how he expanded his
business into the largest pizza delivery company in the world,
discussing how ingenuity and strict personal ethics have
made the American Dream come true
Composition Notebook Features: 100 blank lined white pages
Duo sided wide ruled sheets Professionally designed Glossy
softbound cover 6X9 dimensions Can be used as a notebook,
journal, diary or composition book for school Perfect for taking
notes, recipes, sketching, writing, organizing, doodling,
drawing, lists, journaling and brainstorming Notebooks and
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journals are the perfect gift for adults and kids for any gift
giving occasion
After playing 4 quarters of hard-fought football games, the
Massillon Tiger football team gathered in a circle at the center
of every football field they played on in 2019 to do 15
pushups—a pushup for every game it would take to lead them
to the State Championship game. The mantra for the season
became: 15 for 15. Each pushup is represented as a chapter
in this book and a different piece of the puzzle that explains
the football town of Massillon, Ohio. In this dramatic and
entertaining book, Author and Tiger running back coach,
David Lee Morgan, Jr. shares stories that offer a unique and
unequaled perspective into the 2019 season and the Tigers'
quest for that elusive state championship. The Massillon Tiger
football program isn't a typical high school football program.
It's a ministry of football with the first season dating back to
1894. In this small, midwestern Ohio rust belt town, the
community has rallied around this team every Friday at the
historic Paul Brown Tiger Stadium (capacity 16,000) for
decades. The school has produced numerous NFL standouts,
including coaching legend and Hall of Famer Paul Brown. The
Massillon support, locally and nationwide, is unrivaled and is
arguably one of the most recognizable and successful high
school football programs in the country. The Massillon Tigers:
15 for 15 is the next generation's Friday Night Lights—the
powerful tale of one of the most storied high school football
programs anywhere in the country and their magical 2019
season, as told by an award-winning author and journalist
who enjoyed unlimited access to the players, coaches, and
families through his role as the running backs coach.
A vivid portrait of a team, a sport and its far-reaching
influence. The Detroit Tigers are a curious reflection of
America's post-war urban society and this book illustrates the
inextricable links between this team and its hometown.
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Snatches of memory and whisks of reverie have been the
ingredients that were blended into this hopeful fifth memoir
that, like the other four, was never intended to be about the
author but about the passing scenes, the people, places, and
events that he, the self-proclaimed Footloose Forester,
witnessed and cherished. The hodgepodge of undated
recollections in various places and spanning over 50 years
came with learning bits and pieces about archeology,
cultures, plants and animals, exotic places, and viewpoints
that went beyond everyday experiences. Hence, the title
Musings to Memoirs with an enduring masthead Essays,
Stories, Adventures, Dreams. Photo evidence has been
introduced into individual stories as much as is permissible, to
add a clarity of their own. The author hopes that his family
and friends will retain warm memories of the past by virtue of
the photos alone and where words fail.
An inspirational handbook introduces an easy-to-follow
plan designed to help readers identify, embrace, and
effectively utilize their unique talents and skills to
accomplish personal and professional goals, with
practical advice on how to discover one's gift, overcome
fears and cope with change, integrate passion into one's
career, and more. 60,000 first printing.
When a normally mellow tiger at a rescue facility trees a
terrified vet, animal behaviorist Grace Wilde needs to
use her psychic ability to get to the root of the problem…
A tiger can’t change his stripes—but if his behavior
changes suddenly, there’s a reason. So when even-
tempered Boris the Siberian tiger goes into attack mode,
Grace knows there’s more to the story. Something is
agitating the big cat. As she uses her telepathic ability to
calm the tiger, she realizes he has witnessed a theft—not
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of something but of someone. A teenaged volunteer at
the animal rescue facility has been taken…kidnapped.
The problem is Brooke Ligner’s parents believe their
troubled daughter ran away and Grace can’t exactly
reveal her source. Even though sexy cop Kai Duncan is
aware of Grace’s secret ability, he can’t initiate an
investigation based on the word of a tiger. Now, as
Grace searches for solid clues to rescue the missing
teen, it’s the human predators she’ll need to watch out
for…
A workbook for Thought & Knowledge, Fourth Edition by
Diane F Halpern, Thinking Critically About Critical
Thinking, Fourth Edition is filled with new exercises to
reinforce learning and practice newly acquired skills. This
workbook can be purchased in a student package with
Thought & Knowledge or as a separate item.
What motivated a man trained in theology to uncover the
theory of evolution? How did a shop owner's daughter
become Prime Minister of a very chauvinistic nation?
How did a man with a severe hearing problem invent the
phonograph and the first sound movie camera? What
prompted an 8th-grade dropout to unravel the technical
mysteries of the catalytic engine? And why did
somebody who could not write turn into one of the most
prolific and successful authors of our time?Luck,
personal attributes, freaky experiences, timing, and a
myriad of other factors can contribute to reaching the
very top. But Dr. Gene N. Landrum expertly argues that
talent is not nearly as important as indomitable will, IQ is
not as important as a positive attitude, an Ivy League
education is not as important as an inquisitive and
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imaginative mind, and money is not important at all.The
greats have eight key behavioral traits critical to their
success. Eight Keys to Greatness selects six diverse
disciplines and those who achieved within them-the arts
(Agatha Christie and Ernest Hemingway); business (Bill
Gates and Helena Rubinstein); humanities (Mother
Teresa and Martin Luther King Jr.); politics (Catherine
the Great and Mao Tse-tung); science (Albert Einstein
and Marie Curie); and sports (Michael Jordan and Babe
Didrickson Zaharias)-to show that charisma,
competitiveness, confidence, drive, intuition, rebellion,
risk-taking, and tenacity led these celebrities to the
top.Landrum includes biographical commentary on
twenty-eight other visionaries, including Darwin, Marx,
Twain, Freud, Edison, Margaret Mead, Walt Disney,
Stephen King, Ted Turner, and Anne Rice, to back his
findings drawn from hundreds of biographies,
autobiographies, and related research.Are you capable
of greatness? Yes, Landrum says, as long as you have
slightly above average ability to grasp new concepts and
have the internal will to pursue your dreams. Eight Keys
to Greatness inspires readers to learn by example.Gene
N. Landrum, Ph.D., a lecturer and the creator of the
Chuck E. Cheese concept of family entertainment,
teaches at International College in Naples, FL. He is the
author of Profiles of Black Success: Thirteen Creative
Geniuses Who Changed the World; Profiles of Power
and Success: Fourteen Geniuses Who Broke the Rules;
Profiles of Female Genius: Thirteen Creative Women
Who Changed the World; and Profiles of Genius:
Thirteen Creative Men Who Changed the World.
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A Call To Deliver is the story of how the Lord is in the
delivery business and how, in his desire to get all souls
to heaven, he would use something as common as pizza
to accomplish this plan. Tom Monaghan the founder of
Domino's Pizza (Dominus in Latin means Lord) lost his
father at the age of 4 and was raised in an orphanage
until the age of 12. After that he was bounced from one
foster home to another but the one constant in his life
was his faith. Always wanting to go to college Tom
inadvertently entered into the pizza business to defray
costs but after being forced to stay in the business and
give up any dreams of college he decided to make it a
success. As he went from rags to riches he began to
acquire many worldly pleasures and face “the sin of
pride”. This brought him back to a desire to use his
wealth for God. He felt he could support many good
causes but he learned from the pizza business to stay
focused on the one product that could do the most good.
For Tom Monaghan that would be higher education
which lead him to founding Ave Maria University. A Call
To Deliver is a glimpse of the faithfulness of God in each
individual life and how important we are His greater plan
for the world. This book is not just about a man but about
how God uses simple substances to create His greatest
miracles.
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